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In our continued efforts to inform and update Kitsumkalum members 
on Major Projects on Kitsumkalum territory, this pamphlet contains 
information on environmental protection, access to resources and 

revenues associated to these projects. 

 discUssion on indUstrial develoPMent, revenUe sharing 
and land selection for KitsUMKalUM
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Message froM chief don roBerts & his teaM
 »Kitsumkalum tribe of the tshimshian nation

it is with great pleasure that we continue to 
advocate on behalf of our people in regards to large 
projects with potential impacts within Kitsumkalum 
territory.  We also advocate for you when it comes 
to negotiating title and rights to our lands with 
both the provincial and federal governments. this 
is very important for every Kitsumkalum member 
as there are economic, cultural and social benefits 
at stake and we need to ensure that we establish a 
strong strength of claim to prove title over all of our 
traditional territory, including ocean, coastal lands, 
lower skeena river and lakelse.

The previous update was focused 
around LNG projects and what the 
law says in regards to ensuring we are 
accommodated. Moving forward, I want 
to expand these project updates to 
include all projects and not just LNG. 
Some of the other large projects to 
update you on include; a Propane Export 
Terminal, oil refineries and wind farm.   

The Kitsumkalum Band office staff and 
its team of specialists and consultants 
have continued to work hard on your 
behalf to research environmental and 
socioeconomic impacts, both positive 
and negative, and to negotiate so that 

our community can benefit from every 
development proposed in our territory. 

The economic development decisions 
we make are never easy. The future and 
sustainability of our people and lands 
are always our priority. When it comes 
to major projects, we have to understand 
that it will go ahead regardless of our 
denial or approval, so long as the project 
gets its environmental approvals. So 
it’s not really support. If we oppose 
it, we might miss out on funding that 
would help support our people now 
and in the future. In addition, if there is 
environmental devastation as a result of 

this project, we will be better equipped 
to deal with it with adequate funding.  
To illustrate this, we have included 
information in regard to what other 
communities have negotiated with 
province in regards to LNG pipelines. 
We hope you find this information 
beneficial.

It is a changing economy for our people. 
Our priority is to continue to only make 
the best decisions for our people, future 
and present. The higher the risks and 
impacts, the higher the benefits and 
accommodation. We want to ensure that 
we are part of the environmental and 

socioeconomic monitoring process so 
that we understand what the changes 
are going forward. There is a lot of work 
still to be done, but we will work with 
all our people to ensure the future of 
Kitsumkalum is bright and our children 
– youth still can have ownership to all 
our territories and are economically set 
for the future. 

Be sure that we will continue to update 
you on what is going on with all major 
projects affecting Kitsumkalum territory. 
I will also continue to negotiate in the 
best interest of our people - it is my 
responsibility and obligation to you. 

 » Aerial view of Ridley Island Terminal - coal, grain and future AltaGas site with Port Edward 
in the background. 
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to assist chief and council, we have two teams 
of qualified professionals who are continuously 
advocating and ensuring interest of Kitsumkalum 
people are heard and addressed. as you can see from 
the timeline we show on the next page, we have been 
working on this since 2012 and over the course of the 
past five years we have added staff and consultants 
to ensure we can keep up with the referrals that 
are coming in and with environmental reviews and 
accommodation negotiations.

section 1 
 »What have we been doing?

Our biggest issue is that both Canada 
and BC are continually assessing our 
Strength of Claim as low or medium. This 
is false. The Fedal Governemt and BC 
Government have divided the Tsimshian 
Nation. They are playing us against 
one another. They are trying eliminate 
Kitsumkalum out of Prince Rupert, coast 
and Lakelse areas.  They only accept 
LaxKwalaams and Metlakatla to have 
any claim on the coast and lower Skeena 
River. 

Kitsumkalum’s Traditional Territory 
includes the lower Skeena River and 
areas on the marine coast, around Lakelse 

Lake and Kalum River. Kitsumkalum 
signed the Agreement in Principle treaty 
documents based on the understanding 
that Canada will negotiate some of our 
coastal lands along the Skeena River, 
Prince Rupert Harbor and surrounding 
coast in the final treaty settlement, 
reflecting that Kitsumkalum’s aboriginal 
title and rights still exist on the coast. 
Canada and British Columbia agreed to 
this. Now Canada and BC are reneging 
on this agreement. Furthermore, despite 
our good faith efforts, the Prince Rupert 
Port Authority and Transport Canada 
continue to exclude us from the benefits 

of the PRPA developments by failing to 
recognize us as a Tsimshian Nation with 
aboriginal title and rights to the coast.  

The Province has proceeded to alienate 
Crown lands that were part of our treaty 
selection on the coast for other Tsimshian 
Nations in respect to LNG benefits 
agreements The Province has changed 
its position on whether coastal lands 
were on the negotiation table numerous 
times, and even disposed of coastal crown 
lands Kitsumkalum had put on the table 
by transferring them to other Tsimshian 
Nations. B.C. is offering us money so that 
we can buy private property in Terrace. 

Kitsumkalum continues to negotiate for 
lands in Prince Rupert for the purpose 
of establishing a Kitsumkalum coastal 
village as well as for future economic and 
industrial developments.

Kitsumkalum Band bought two 
properties, one in Port Edward with a 
foreshore lease for boats and one in Port 
Essington. 

 » Mud Bay, Alex Bolton, Hat’Axgm Lii Midiik, showing federal and provincial delegates that for 4 hours 
travel down Grenville Channel Kitsumkalum harvested marine and terrestrial resources. Cockles, trap-
ping, salmon etc etc. He explained that each area is important and unique, can’t get everything every-
where in Kitsumkalum territory. » Kalum team at Mud Bay harvesting  for crab and halibut - October 2013 
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Created an LNG 
Negotiations Team made 
up of Kitsumkalum staff 
and consultants lead by 
Chief to negotiate with 
each of the proponents. 

Environmental Assessment 
team increased capacity 
in response to an increase 
number of proponents 
in our territory. the 
negotiation team was 
mandated by council in 
october 2015.

october 2014, we 
provided No Permission 
Required: title and 
rights in the traditional 
territory of the 
Kitsumkalum first 
nation 270 pages, by 
independent researcher 
Eric Wolfhard (the 
“Wolfhard Report”). The 
Wolfhard Report provides 
indisputable evidence of 
our Title to Casey Point 
and Barrett Rock, our 
main coastal village sites. 
As of today, Canada has 
not provided a formal 
response to the document, 
BC provided a preliminary 
response saying that it 
needs further review.

 

What have We Been doing

 Creation of
 TESA (Tsimshian
 Environmental
 Stewardship
 Authority)– working
 with other Tsimshian
 communities in a
 technical capacity
 to protect the
 land base with a
 scientist/technical
 approach. TESA
 = Kitsumkalum,
 Kitselas, Gitgaat,
Kitkatla & Metlakatla

2012 2014 2015 2016-2017

ongoing
Kitsumkalum is currently at 
the accommodation tables 
with both the Province 
and Proponents primarily 
for the proposed Pacific 
NorthWest LNG project at 
Lelu Island and the supply 
pipeline Prince Rupert Gas 
Transmission pipeline. 

With the Proponent 
in impact Benefit 
negotiation:
· Pacific NorthWest LNG
  (facility)
· Prince Rupert Gas
  Transmission Project
   (pipeline)

With the province 
in accommodation 
negotiations:

· Pacific NorthWest LNG
  (facility)
· Prince Rupert Gas
  Transmission Project
  (pipeline)
· Westcoast Connector      
  Gas Transmission   
  Project (Pipeline)

Negotiating Environmental 
Assessment Engagement 
Agreements with the 
proponents to secure 
funding for Kitsumkalum 
to participate in working 
groups and environmental 
assessment processes and 
to undertake independent 
scientific reviews and 
studies.

The funding ensures that 
we are not out of pocket 
for any technical work we 
undertake. 

The money from these 
agreements pays for our 
staff and consultants which 
we engage at various 
stages of the scientific 
works on a given project.

PNW LNG – Chief 
Roberts started the 
idea for PNW to move 
away from Lely Island, 
maybe over to Ridley, 
which is industrialized 
already. 

As long as they back 
off from Flora Banks. 
PNW is now looking at 
those options.

Canadian 
Environmental 
Assessment Agency 
& BC Environmental 
Assessment Office 
have given the green 
light to the original 
project at Lelu and 
Flora Banks.

 » Transport Canada assessed Kit-
sumkalum’s Aboriginal Title and 
Rights to the Prince Rupert Har-
bour and surrounding coast as low. 
Canada told us that until Kitsum-
kalum comes up with more infor-
mation, this is where the assess-
ment will stay at. 

 »

 » september 3, 2013 we met with 
Mark Lofthouse, the BC treaty 
negotiator. He said if treaty gets 
in the way of BC negotiating 
LNG agreements, he will “bump 
treaty”. He requested more infor-
mation to substantiate Kitsum-
kalum’s coastal Title and Rights. 

 » october 2013, we provided the 
Declaration of Aboriginal Title 
and Rights to the Prince Ru-
pert Harbour and Surrounding 
Coastal Areas signed by Chief 
Don Roberts and the Hereditary 
Chiefs of Kitsumkalum (“Decla-
ration”). As of today, Canada has 
not provided a formal response 
to the Declaration, BC provided 
preliminary response.

 » May 21-22, 2013 Chief Negoti-
ators from BC, Canada and rep-
resentatives from the BC Treaty 
Commission on a 2-day boat and 
land tour to show them coastal 
Kitsumkalum village/harvesting 
sites.

 » june 19, 2013 a full day meeting 
with government (federal and pro-
vincial) agencies and proponents 
was hosted.  We presented on who 
Kalum are and spoke to our ab-
original Title in our Territory.

2013

16
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 » Kitsumkalum’s Port essington 
fee simple Property = 134 acres » Kitsumkalum & Kitselas Port essington 

special indian reserves= 10acres

 » Port essington & Port edward fee simple Property

 » Kitsumkalum’s Port edward fee simple land 

 » Waterlot

traditional land Use MaP
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section 2

since our last update there has been changes to two of the lng projects. there 
has been federal approval of the Pacific northwest lng Project and a decision 
by shell canada to delay a final investment decision for the lng canada Project.  
as we had mentioned in the previous update there are currently 2 pipeline 
projects and 6 terminals associated with liquid natural gas proponents which 
are located within Kitsumkalum traditional territory and are under review by the 
Kitsumkalum referrals staff. there have been no final investment decisions for 
any of the lng projects in northwest Bc.

there are a number of other major projects we would like to update you on which 
include Mount hays Wind farm, ridley island altagas Propane export facility,  
Pacific future energy refinery Project, Kitimat clean refinery Project and the 
terrace to Kitimat transmission Project.

 »lng facilities
lng canada (owner is shell) 

Is located in Kitimat along the estuary on 
the old Eurocan site.  The natural gas will be 
supplied by CGL (Coastal Gas Link). The 
project has received environmental approval 
and is awaiting a final investment decision. 
Activities seem to be on hold currently. 
Kitsumkalum does not have an Impact Benefit 
Agreement yet.

Pacific northwest  lng (owner is Petronas)

Is located on Lelu Island and is proposed 
to be supplied by the pipeline from PRGT 
(Prince Rupert Gas Transmission line).  The 
project has received federal and provincial 
environmental approvals.  Pacific NorthWest 
LNG is conducting a total Project review over 
the coming months including the marine berth 
location. No final investment decision has been 
made. Kitsumkalum has signed a term sheet 
with PNW and is working on an Impact Benefit 
Agreement. A term sheet is what both sides 
could agree on like a Stage 5 AIP – education 
dollars, support school, revenue share, dollars, 
procurement, job contract share, etc.

Wcc lng (owner is imperial oil)

Is located in Tuck Inlet and the supply pipeline 
is still to be determined.  The project is in 
the initial phase of the environmental review 
process and is not actively moving forward 
at this time. Kitsumkalum does not have an 
Environmental Assessment Engagement 
Agreement yet nor Impact Benefit Agreement. 

aurora lng (owner is nexen)

Is located on Digby Island and the supply 
pipeline is still to be determined.  The project 
is currently in the application review stage for 
the environmental approvals.  Kitsumkalum 
has not received any work from this project to 
date and Nexen is shutting out Kitsumkalum 
field staff from working on environmental 
assessments due to assessments from the 
Province, Transport Canada and Prince Rupert 
Port Authority. We are actively working on 
getting an equal recognition on this project. 
Kitsumkalum does not have an Impact Benefit 
Agreement yet. 

 »1
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 »Project Updates
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grassy Point lng (owner is Woodside) Is 
located at Grassy Point near Work Channel 
and the supply pipeline is still to be announced 
yet.  The project is in the initial stage of the 
environmental review process and not actively 
moving forward at this time. Kitsumkalum 
does not have an Environmental Assessment 
Engagement Agreement yet nor an Impact 
Benefit Agreement.

 »natural gas Pipelines

Prince rupert gas transmission, Prgt 
(owner is transcanada) 

Has received environmental approvals.  The 
pipeline is proposed to supply Pacific Northwest 
LNG, which is awaiting final investment 
decision. Kitsumkalum is working on an Impact 
Benefit Agreement.

Prince rupert lng (owner is shell, who 
bought British gas)

Is located on Ridley Island (right across from 
PNW LNG) and proposed to be supplied by 
pipeline from WCGT (Westcoast Connector 
Gas Transmission line).  Currently the project 
is on hold. Kitsumkalum was negotiating an 
Impact Benefit Agreement, but talks ended 
when Shell bought out British Gas. We are 
waiting to hear what Shell plans to do with two 
LNG projects proposed right now, with one 
project in Prince Rupert andthe one in Kitimat
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Westcoast connector gas transmission                                                                                                
(the owner is now enbridge, who bought 
spectra energy)

 Has received environmental approval.  The pipeline 
was proposed to supply Prince Rupert LNG which 
is on hold right now.  We think they will be working 
with Nexen or another LNG proponent if PR LNG 
does not get going again.  Kitsumkalum does not 
have an Impact Benefit Agreement yet.

Prince rupert gas transmission, 
Prgt (owner is transcanada) 

ship laying pipeline in the ocean. 
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Pacific futures energy refinery 
(owner is Pacific futures energy corp)

This is a new project proposal on Dubose Flats, 
southwest of Onion Lake. It will undergo an 
environmental panel review rather than the 
Environmental Assessments that we have been 
involved with so far.  The project has not entered 
the review at this time.  The proponent proposes 
to process bitumen into refined petroleum 
products and pipe those to a shipping facility 
yet to be determined. The bitumen is supposed 
to be shipped to the facility by rail. Kitsumkalum 
does not have an Environmental Assessment 
Engagement Agreement yet nor Impact Benefit 
Agreement. We are fighting the fact that BC is 
giving a high strength of aboriginal claim to 
Metlakatla, LaxKwalaams and Kitselas but not to 
Kitsumkalum.

Kitimat clean refinery
(owner is conrad Black)

The refinery is currently on hold 
due to lack of funding and investment.  It 
has not entered any environmental review to 

date.o

ridley island Propane                                     
export (owner is altagas)

Is located on Ridley Island                                         
next to the coal terminal and is going to be 
supplied by CN Rail. This project was too small 
to go through a full environmental assessment. 
Plus it is on federal lands. The project has 
received environmental approval and is 
proceeding. The decision making authority 
was Ridley Terminal Inc, Prince Rupert Port 
Authority and Transport Canada, the agencies 
who are making money off the rent payments 
from Alta Gas!? Kitsumkalum is close to signing 
an Environmental Assessment Engagement 
Agreement, and does not have an Impact 
Benefit Agreement yet.

Mount hayes Wind Power  
(owner is seaBreeze)

Is located on Mount Hayes.  Studies 
are ongoing and the project is 
awaiting an agreement with BC Hydro to 
make final investment decision. This is not 
big enough to go through an environmental 
assessment, but still needs to do a lot of field 
assessments to meet permitting requirements. 
Kitsumkalum is in discussion with Seabreeze 
about capacity funding and cooperative 
business ideas.
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terrace to Kitimat 
transmission Project 
(owner is Bc hydro)

 The project has not triggered 
a federal or BC environmental 
review, but is now undergoing 
permitting work.  Currently BC 
Hydro is reviewing the engineering 
of the line design.  BC Hydro does 
not accept that Kitsumkalum’s 
territory includes Lakelse Lake 
and area. We are spending a lot of 
time and resources in Strength of 
Claim negotiations to make sure 
that BC acknowledges that the 
Lakelse Lake area/northern part 
of the transmission line corridor 
goes through land that belongs to 
Kitsumkalum. 

The strength of claim assessment 
has implications for Impact Benefit 
Agreements, accommodation 
and procurement negotiations. 
Kitsumkalum is working on 
signing a Capacity Funding 
Agreement to participate in the 
environmental assessments and 
permitting work. But in order to get 
reasonable funding and high level 
of consultation, we have to contest 
their Strength of Claim assessment 
for Kitsumkalum.

 »13

artist rendering
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AltAgAs ProPAne

terrace to Kitimat Projects

Prince rupert Projects 
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section 3 
 »Why are we negotiating?

as you can see in the table below, many communities have 
already negotiated Pipeline Benefit agreements with the 
Bc provincial government. these are the negotiations 
where the information is available to the public. the 
table only lists the financial part of the agreement. there 
are usually also crown lands that have been given to the 
signing first nations. Kitsumkalum has not signed any yet 
because we had asked for coastal and other crown lands 
to be included in the agreement. after initially agreeing 
to that, the government has reneged and now they want to 
just give us money. 

There are other agreements in place where the communities have negotiated with the proponents 

directly, as we are, but that information is confidential and we do not have access to that.  Chief 

Roberts is not agreeing to just money or let the coast lands disappear from Kitsumkalum. 

Since there are 19 First Nation communities which have signed agreements with the province, the 
best course of action for Kitsumkalum is to be at the table to ensure our  voice is heard, our values 
and priorities are recognized and we capture all of the benefits possible. Kitsumkalum has not 
signed yet.

This does not mean we allow these projects to do whatever they want on our land. If they are not 
prepared and do not meet their social, environmental and financial commitments we will still be 
able to stand up for our Title and Rights and make sure things are done to our standards. 

When many communities agree that projects should proceed, it makes it hard for one community 
to stop it. The project will likely proceed regardless if one community does not want it. So this is 
why we need to be at the table to ensure we get our fair share of the benefits. Even though we have 
signed nothing to date

 » Above Photo: Kitsumkalum touring Federal & Provincial delegates through Port Essington. The government said 
that Kitsumkalum had left Essington, but Chief Roberts showed them a grave yard replying “We are still here.”
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) Financial Benefits
Ongoing Benefit = $10,000,000.00 to be given to all 
eligible First Nations annually. It is up to the eligible 
First Nations to unanimously agree on how the money 
be distributed and develop the methodologies for the 
allocation to each eligible First Nation. 

Doig River 2015 2014 NA

CGL 
Project Payment: $1,170,000.00
Additional Payment: $175,500.00
PRGT
Project Payment: $1,120,000.00
Additional Payment: $168,000.00

Gitanyow NA 2014 2015

PRGT
Project Payment: $1,150,000.00
Additional Payment: $230,000.00
WCC
Project Payment: $1,130,000.00
Additional Payment: $226,000.00

Gitxaala NA 2014 2014

PRGT
Project Payment: $1,540,000.00
Additional Payment: $308,000.00
WCC
Project Payment: $1,640,000.00
Additional Payment: $328,000.00

Gitxsan NA 2016 NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $5,810,000.00
Additional Payment: $1,162,000.00

Halfway 
River

2015 2015 NA

CGL 
Project Payment: $2,030,000.00
Additional Payment: $406,000.00
PRGT
Project Payment: $1,680,000.00
Additional Payment: $336,000.00

 » Lelu/Stapledon Island historical site, Ridley Island & Digby Island. This area has several proposed projects.
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) Financial Benefits
Ongoing Benefit = $10,000,000.00 to be given to all 
eligible First Nations annually. It is up to the eligible 
First Nations to unanimously agree on how the money 
be distributed and develop the methodologies for the 
allocation to each eligible First Nation. 

Kitselas 2014 2014 2014

CGL 
Project Payment: $1,150,000.00
Additional Payment: $230,000.00
PRGT
Project Payment: $1,760,000.00
Additional Payment: $352,000.00
WCC
Project Payment: $1,590,000.00
Additional Payment: $318,000.00

Lake Babine NA NA 2015
PRGT
Project Payment: $3,240,000.00
Additional Payment: $324,000.00

Lheidli 
T’enneh

2015 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $1,240,000.00
Additional Payment: $248,000.00

McLoed Lake 2015 2015 NA

CGL 
Project Payment: $3,380,000.00
Additional Payment: $338,000.00
PRGT
Project Payment: $2,950,000.00
Additional Payment: $295,000.00

Metlakatla 
First Nation

NA 2016 2016

PRGT
Project Payment: $2,150,000.00
Additional Payment: $430,000.00
WCC
Project Payment: $1,950,000.00
Additional Payment: $390,000.00

Moricetown 
Band

2015 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $4,990,000.00
Additional Payment: $998,000.00

Nee-Tahi-
Buhn

2014 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $2,100,000.00
Additional Payment: $420,000.00

Nisga’a 
Nation

NA 2014 NA
PRGT
Project Payment: $5,070,000.00
Additional Payment: $1,014,000.00

Saulteau 2016 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $3,260,000.00
Additional Payment: $652,000.00

Skin Tyee 2014 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $2,330,000.00
Additional Payment: $466,000.00

Tl’azt’ln NA 2014 NA
PRGT
Project Payment: $2,160,000.00
Additional Payment: $324,000.00

West 
Moberly

2015 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $2,010,000.00
Additional Payment: $201,000.00

Wet’suwet’en 2014 NA NA
CGL 
Project Payment: $2,320,000.00
Additional Payment: $464,000.00

Yekooche 2014 2014 NA

CGL 
Project Payment: $390,000.00
Additional Payment: $78,000.00
PRGT
Project Payment: $390,000.00
Additional Payment: $78,000.00

haida nation and taku river tlingit decisions:
“The Supreme Court is clear that aboriginal groups have no veto over government 
decisions. If government consults with an aboriginal group through a reasonable 
process, and gives appropriate consideration to the aboriginal rights asserted by the 
aboriginal group and the potential impact of the government’s decision on those 
rights, the Supreme Court has indicated that the courts should not interfere with the 
resulting decision, even if the aboriginal group does not support it.”
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) Financial Benefits
Ongoing Benefit = $10,000,000.00 to be given to all 
eligible First Nations annually. It is up to the eligible 
First Nations to unanimously agree on how the money 
be distributed and develop the methodologies for the 
allocation to each eligible First Nation. 
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section 4 
 »strength of claim

Kitsumkalum, along with other Tsimshian tribes, own territory and places 
on the Coast, Lakelse and Skeena River areas, something which is not being 
recognized by the Provincial Government, the Port Authority or Transport 
Canada, etc.  Chief and Council will not give up until government recognizes 
that those lands are a part of the Kitsumkalum  territory and they must include 
us in the economic benefit and revenue sharing for projects which occur on 
those lands. 

Kitsumkalum needs to prove our strength of claim on all lands outside of the Agreement 
in Principle treaty lands. Before there were highways and rail lines, we used to canoe, on 
our seasonal rounds, we have ancient chief houses and traplines, stories and graveyards. 
But Canada and BC are trying to eliminate us from Prince Rupert, Skeena and Lakelse 
areas. Kitsumkalum holds aboriginal Title and Rights throughout our territory in 
accordance with traditional Tsimshian law and land tenure. 

In the meantime, other First Nations are benefiting and gaining from these lands even 
though Canada and BC had agreed to include our coastal lands on the treaty land 
selection. 

 » Kitsumkalum staff leaving Port Edward to perform coastal patrols. 

 » Kitsumkalum participating in scientific trawl studies on the coast. 

 » Dr. Jim MacDonald shows our federal and provincial guests that there were clusters of areas towards 
Venn Passage of other Tsimshian above this line, but below there was only evidence of Kitsumkalum.

lands given to other 
first nations in lng agreements
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Area Strength of Claim

Casey Point This land is a Kitsumkalum historical village site and walking path along 
the foreshore to Barrett Rock. There is currently Port infrastructure and 
a railway which have taken over the old village site. Kitsumkalum is in 
negotiations.

Barrett Rock 

This land is a Kitsumkalum historical village site and walking path along 
the foreshore used by our people. Currently roads and railway have taken 
over the old village site. This area is also important as the marine area 
is used for harvesting around the shoal and reef. There is a small island/
rock called Bishop Island which is important as it provides shelter during 
rough seas. Kitsumkalum is negotiating lands and benefits for this area.

Watson Island
This land is a Kitsumkalum historical village site called “Dzagaedilis” 
which was located on both shores of the narrow point in the Porpoise 
Harbour channel called Zenardi Rapids.

Port Edward Water 
Lots and Private Land

Kitsumkalum strategically purchased the parcel of land and we have 
foreshore leases in place over one of the waterlots 
We are negotiating for another joining section. The water lot is important 
to Kitsumkalum if we want to develop any marine based business. There 
is also a historical village sites in the area, just to the south around 
Stapeldon/Lelu and mainland.

 »table 1. crown land selection under negotiation

Miller Bay
This land is in Kitsumkalum traditional area.  Kitsumkalum is in 
negotiations with BC to develop this area as a  Kitsumkalum Coastal 
Village site. 

chief roberts pointing at a line for Kitsumkalum his dad had shown him. from casey Point to the top of Kinahan 
to white rocks off Prescott island.  casey Point was mainly a Kitsumkalum winter village but was also a year round 
harvesting camp, for clams and deer and more.

Miller Bay

Kitsumkalum 
participating in 
scientific beach seine 
studies at lelu island.  

casey Point
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closing coMMents to the KitsUMKalUM PeoPle

Our negotiation progress is ongoing in 
regards to our place and Title in the Tsimshian 
Nation.  These discussions with Industry, 
LNG and Prince Rupert Port Authority are to 
ensure we end up with the higher standard 
and ensuring Kitsumkalum strength of claim 
is foremost. 

This pamphlet represents the big question 
that British Columbia (BC) and the Canadian 
Government put upon all First Nations from 
Doig and Blueberry River First Nations 
(Dawson Creek), Lheidli T’enneh (Prince 
George), Wet’suwet’en (Burns Lake), Gitxsan 
Nation, Nisga’a Nation, Haisla Nation, 
Tsimshian Nation and Kitsumkalum Tribe, all 
have a set process of engagement, none have a 
veto to ignore the new industries moving into 
our territories.  If you walk away you have set a 
weak bargaining position and the community 
is likely to miss out on opportunities. 

If all First Nations would have stuck together 
to say no or yes we would have had significant 
power.  The BC Government has divided us 
all and signed deals with all the other Nations, 
except Kitsumkalum.

Traditionally Kitsumkalum industry was 
of fishing and logging. We did well. These 
are still important but today have limited 
economic opportunity for our younger 
generations.

As one of my coastal friends said; “leadership 
has to now think about the newer generation 
of people and work for their opportunities, 
to help provide job training and all the skills 
required.  Whether you like it or not this is 
their opportunity to work with today.”

I look around and see the poverty of our 
people, the struggle to make ends meet, 
housing with its bills, food and transportation. 
New opportunities are there, all the other 
First Nations have signed. I cannot leave 
our Kitsumkalum membership, our younger 
generation behind the rest of the other people 
and other First Nations. 

- Sincerely, 
Chief Don Roberts

 » Top Photo: Prescott Pass 
 » Bottom Photo: Chief Don Roberts walking the rail lines near Kalum private property - Port Edward. 
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 »What did you most appreciate/enjoy/think was best about these 
communication materials? Any suggestions for improvement?

 »I would like to learn more about:

 »Additional Comments or Questions:

 »If your would like to reach us by phone just call 250-635-5000 and 
ask Rina or Siegi.

 »Our website also has frequently asked question from other 
community members so visit www. Kitsumkalum.bc.ca

yoUr feedBacK is iMPortant!

 »Please fill this page out. Just tear out this page and bring it into 
the band office for us to review. We will get back to you!

Port essington 
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www.kitsumkalum.bc.ca
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